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Abstract: Optical interrogation of suspicious skin lesions is standard care in the management of
skin cancer worldwide. Morphological and functional markers of malignancy are often combined
to improve expert human diagnostic power. We propose the evaluation of the combination of
two independent optical biomarkers of skin tumours concurrently. The morphological modality of
reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) is combined with the functional modality of laser Doppler
flowmetry, which is capable of quantifying tissue perfusion. To realize the idea, we propose laser
feedback interferometry as an implementation of RCM, which is able to detect the Doppler signal in
addition to the confocal reflectance signal. Based on the proposed technique, we study numerical
models of skin tissue incorporating two optical biomarkers of malignancy: (i) abnormal red blood
cell velocities and concentrations and (ii) anomalous optical properties manifested through tissue
confocal reflectance, using Monte Carlo simulation. We also conduct a laboratory experiment on a
microfluidic channel containing a dynamic turbid medium, to validate the efficacy of the technique.
We quantify the performance of the technique by examining a signal to background ratio (SBR) in
both the numerical and experimental models, and it is shown that both simulated and experimental
SBRs improve consistently using this technique. This work indicates the feasibility of an optical
instrument, which may have a role in enhanced imaging of skin malignancies.

Keywords: skin cancer detection; Monte Carlo modelling; laser feedback interferometry; reflectance
confocal microscopy; laser Doppler flowmetry

1. Introduction

Melanoma and keratinocyte skin cancers (KSCs) are the most common types of cancers affecting
fair-skinned populations [1–3] with incidence increasing about 4% per year worldwide [4]. Although
the cure rate is high in KSCs, such as basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC), they can become aggressive [3–5]. Squamous cell carcinoma, responsible for about 20% of
KSCs, is associated with moderate risk of metastasis [3,4]. Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) constitutes
approximately 80% of KSCs, and although metastases are rare, BCC still imposes a significant burden
of disease [3,4]. To alleviate this burden, early non-invasive detection schemes are required.
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Most of the technical developments in non-invasive skin cancer detection are based on imaging
reflected light from the skin surface or deeper tissues and examination of the image by an expert
clinician. These images are interpreted on the basis of structural or functional changes manifest
in the optical properties of skin tissue due to neoplastic changes. Changes in optical properties
(scattering and absorption coefficients) of neoplastic tissue are due to morphological, molecular and
ultrastructural changes [6]. Optical properties of normal skin have been extensively studied [7],
and a comparison between healthy and neoplastic skin lesions has been studied in other work [8].
Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was used to study the light reflectance from tumourous tissues [9,10].
Furthermore, reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM), which can be used in reflectance mode for in
vivo applications [11,12], evolved to be one of the most promising skin cancer detection tools [13–17].
RCM increases the contrast of a microscope image, provided from within a specimen, by restricting
the observed volume.

Other biological traits can be used in early detection of cancers. One of the hallmarks of cancer is
angiogenesis [18], as vasculogenic tumour cells cause neovascularization, which plays an important
role in tumour growth and cancer metastasis [19,20]. Angiogenesis occurs very early in the multi-stage
development of invasive cancers, and it can be attributed to the microscopic premalignant phase of
neoplastic progression [18]. Therefore, using a technique such as laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF),
a well-established blood perfusion measurement technique [21], to map skin blood perfusion in benign
and malignant skin tumours, has potential as a tool in early skin cancer detection [22–24]. LDF has
previously been used for cancer detection purposes and in diagnosing other diseases. Stücker et al.
investigated the possibility of differentiating between benign and malignant skin tumours by assessing
the level of microvascularization using laser Doppler perfusion imaging [23–25]. Saravanamuthu et al.
used laser Doppler perfusion imaging of vulval skin blood flow to demonstrate abnormal perfusion in
vulval cancer [26]. Seifalian et al. examined breast skin perfusion in cases of underlying breast cancer
with the hypothesis that increased regional metabolism will result in higher perfusion. It was shown
that breast cancer causes higher perfusion in breast skin [27]. This modality suffers from limitations,
such as low specificity, because other peripheral vascular diseases, such as diabetes, arteriosclerosis
and vasospastic conditions, can cause similar disturbances in the skin perfusion [28].

In brief, all of the aforementioned techniques suggest that optical biomarkers of malignant
changes in skin, used for detection purposes, can be roughly separated into two groups: one related
to morphological changes in the skin tissue (quantified through techniques, such as RCM) and the
other related to functional changes, such as blood flow (quantified through techniques, such as
LDF). The purpose of this work is to combine these two modalities to improve the efficacy of the
imaging system. The combination of multiple imaging modalities to improve imaging efficacy has
been explored previously in the literature. Chen et al. proposed a method that combines the optical
coherence tomography and LDF to measure the blood perfusion and tissue structure at the same
time [29]. Yaroslavsky et al. combined multispectral polarized light imaging and confocal microscopy
to localize KSCs more accurately [30].

Our approach to combine RCM and LDF is to employ a special configuration for RCM, which
is able to pick up the Doppler shift in the frequency of the laser beam. We propose to use a laser
feedback interferometry (LFI) system for this purpose. This technique is based on interferometry,
which is one of the methods that can be used to extract the Doppler signal. By using LFI in a confocal
configuration using a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), both confocal reflectance and
Doppler flowmetry signals can be acquired concurrently in the same scan without changing the
hardware. In the system, the aperture of the VCSEL acts as an RCM pinhole and defines the sensing
volume (the lateral resolution and the depth of field of the instrument). The back-reflected beam then
interferes with the intra-cavity field to give rise to the Doppler signal. An LFI system is a compact
sensing tool which is based on the self-mixing effect [31–35]. It has been previously used for confocal
reflectance [36,37] and Doppler flowmetry [38,39] imaging purposes.
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We examine the proposed technique numerically by applying it to typical simulated models
of KSCs, carried out by means of Monte Carlo algorithms specifically adapted for this application,
and experimentally by conducting an experiment using an LFI system providing in-depth images
of a dynamic turbid medium flowing in a microfluidic channel. We define a signal to background
ratio (SBR) parameter to quantify the improvement in the contrast of an image resulting from the
multiplication of the RCM and LDF images. There is consistency between simulated and experimental
results, and it is shown that SBR for combination images improves significantly in both simulated
and experimental studies. The common sensing platform for both measures being LFI, provides an
imaging technique where both the confocal reflectance and Doppler flowmetry images can be acquired
concurrently during one single scan. Such an image can be used to discriminate between changes in
the blood content and optical properties of skin tumours.

The paper is structured as follows: We discuss the methodology in Section 2, describing confocal
LFI, LDF and Monte Carlo simulations in its subsections. Section 3 presents the results of the
simulated skin tumour models. Section 4 and its subsections describe the experimental setup, technical
considerations and results. This section is followed by the discussion in Section 5, and finally, we give
the conclusion.

2. Methodology

Our approach to study the technique is through Monte Carlo simulation of photon-tissue
interactions and experimental validation by examining a microfluidic channel containing a dynamic
turbid medium. Our numerical configuration consists of tumourous skin models and a confocal LFI
optical system [32,34,38,40,41]. We described skin using a six-layer model, and tumourous regions
were included as areas with enhanced red blood cell (RBC) activity and altered optical properties.
We considered two typical models for skin tumours, and the characteristics of these typical types of
skin cancer were defined based on the reported values in the literature. To acquire the signal and form
the image in simulations, we raster scanned the confocal LFI model over the skin model. The signal
was then processed to extract confocal reflectance (from the number of detected photons) and the
Doppler signal (from the Doppler power spectrum). Then, the confocal reflectance and Doppler images
were combined by multiplying the signals point by point. Among the different techniques to combine
the images, we chose multiplication, as it suppresses the background noise and improves the SBR.
The combined image provided by this technique is affected by four different parameters: (i) RBC
concentration; (ii) RBC velocities; (iii) tissue scattering coefficient (iv) and tissue absorption coefficient;
all of which are optical biomarkers of neoplastic changes. Following the numerical part, we include
an experimental part in the paper to evaluate the technique. Experiments were conducted using a
confocal LFI system imaging a microfluidic channel containing a dynamic turbid medium, consisting
of a diluted Intralipid (20%) with deionized-water. We obtained the confocal reflectance and Doppler
images and combined them to make the multiplication image. There is a high level of concordance
between the experimental and numerical results, which validates the technique.

In the following subsections, we discuss confocal LFI, LDF and also the specifications of our
specifically-adapted Monte Carlo algorithm to examine the multi-layer tumourous skin model.

2.1. Confocal Laser Feedback Interferometry

One of the most widely-accepted non-invasive modalities used to provide in vivo images inside
living organisms is RCM [42]. The idea of RCM is to eliminate out of focus light by situating a spatial
pinhole at the focal point of the lens and to increase the resolution and contrast of the image in addition
to the ability to provide in vivo images in the reflection mode. The idea was first proposed in 1957 [43],
but it was only after the invention of lasers and computer systems that it quickly found its way
in the biomedical community [44] and, recently, in applications, such as skin cancer detection [13].
Depending on the RCM configuration, the specimen is illuminated in a different way. A limited
portion of light coming from an infinitesimal spatial sensing volume, which is able to pass through the
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lensing system and spatial pinhole, is detected in the system to form the image. To perform optical
sectioning in an in vivo application, the light and filtering system should be scanned over the specimen.
A confocal LFI system using a semiconductor laser, such as a VCSEL, can be interpreted as a peculiar
embodiment of an RCM system [36,37,45–48]. In a confocal LFI system, which works based on the
self-mixing effect [32,34], light emitted from the laser is reflected off a distant target. A small potion of
the beam that is reflected back from a very small sensing volume, in a focused beam configuration
with a high numerical aperture beam, is able to pass through the optical system and VCSEL’s aperture
to re-enter the laser cavity. The interference of the reflected and intra-cavity field inside VCSEL’s cavity
gives rise to a range of perturbations in the operation of the laser, which can be detected by monitoring
the laser’s output optical power or terminal voltage for sensing purposes. The diameter of the aperture
of a typical VCSEL is in the range of a few micrometers up to about 10 micrometers [49], which can
be considered as the equivalent of an RCM pinhole in a confocal LFI configuration. Using a high
numerical aperture (NA) objective lens is required to have a very small sensing volume, and a laser
at a near-infrared optical window guarantees the maximum penetration depth in biological tissues.
Figure 1 depicts the schematic of a confocal LFI system in an RCM implementation. The detection
method in such a peculiar RCM is based on interferometry rather than photomultiplier tubes or
avalanche photodiodes in conventional RCMs, and this feature can be exploited to extract the Doppler
shift from the signal. The Doppler shift in the frequency of the beam due to the movement of the red
blood cells in a living tissue is in the range of a few kilohertz, which is impossible to detect without
an interferometric scheme. In Section 4, further explanations are included about how to extract both
confocal reflectance and Doppler signals in an experimental situation.
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Figure 1. LFI with an RCM implementation based on a VCSEL as both the emitter and the detector.
The VCSEL aperture with a diameter of a few microns acts as the spatial RCM pinhole in this structure,
and the LFI signal is generated due to the self-mixing effect inside the VCSEL cavity.

2.2. Laser Doppler Flowmetry

Laser Doppler flowmetry has been extensively used in microcirculatory blood flow measurements,
as it is a non-invasive method. In laser Doppler perfusion imaging, a collimated laser beam is raster
scanned on the skin area of interest to create the perfusion map [28]. The operation of an LDF system
is based on the Doppler shift in the frequency of the coherent beam. Photons at wavelengths with a
long penetration depth enter the skin tissue and collide with scatterers and chromophores. They will
either be scattered or absorbed. The photons that are scattered from moving scatterers, such as RBCs,
undergo Doppler shifts. Doppler shift is calculated from the following Equation [50]:

∆ f =
1

2π
(ks − ki) · v , (1)

where ∆ f is the Doppler shift in the photon’s frequency, ks and ki are the wave vectors of the scattered
and incident waves, respectively, and v is the velocity vector of the moving scatterer. From the diffused
photons in the turbid skin medium, some of them make their way out of the tissue and return to the
detection system of the LDF, which usually involves an interferometric technique and a photodetector
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to acquire the beat frequency. Perfusion is defined as the product of the average RBCs’ velocity and
concentration and is proportional to the first moment of the power spectrum of the detected signal [51]:

Perf ∝
∞∫

0

ωP(ω)dω , (2)

where ω is the angular frequency and P(ω) is the Doppler power spectrum. By raster scanning the
beam on the skin surface, we can create the perfusion map. In our numerical model, we perform
this scan by moving the model of the confocal LFI system over the skin model. The schematic of
the numerical model is depicted in Figure 2. As our numerical model shows, detailed in Section 2.3,
light is emitted from a simulated 850-nm laser diode and focused on the six-layer skin tissue model.
An anti-reflection glass layer is assumed on the top of skin model to reduce specular reflection.
A portion of the photons enter the turbid medium of the tissue. Photons will diffuse after interacting
with chromophores and scatterers. A portion of the diffused light makes its way out of the tissue and
re-enters the laser cavity. Doppler shifted photons, which re-enter the laser cavity, contribute to the
Doppler power spectrum. Photon frequencies shift due to collisions with moving RBCs. At each point,
we numerically calculated the confocal reflectance signal by counting the number of detected photons,
which make their way back into the laser cavity through the optical system and the aperture of the
VCSEL; Figure 2. At the same point, the Doppler power spectrum is defined as the histogram of the
detected photons’ Doppler frequency shifts, and perfusion is the first moment of the optical Doppler
spectrum calculated from Equation (2), which we defined as the Doppler signal in this paper.

Figure 2. Block diagram of numerical model including a confocal LDF system raster scanning a
six-layer skin tissue model to make the confocal reflectance and Doppler images of an embedded
tumour model.

In the proposed technique, we can neglect technical difficulties, such as measuring the blood
perfusion in absolute value and distinguishing between the contributions of RBC’s concentration and
velocities to the Doppler signal, which commonly exist in LDF systems [21]. That is because, we are
examining the relative values coming from the lesion compared to the surrounding normal area, and
there is no need to distinguish between the concentration and velocity of RBCs, as both of them exist
in the tumourous neovascularization and both are indicators of cancer growth.

2.3. Monte Carlo Simulation

Monte Carlo is the gold standard in the study of photon-tissue interaction and has been used
extensively in the field [52–54]. In our numerical model, at each scanning site, photons are projected
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toward the skin tissue, numerically, in a hyperboloid shape to resemble the focused Gaussian beam [55].
We separately executed the simulation for confocal reflectance and Doppler signals with 0.32 and
1.6 million photons, respectively. We defined numerical lenses in the model based on the physical
characteristics of commercially available Thorlabs C240TME-B lenses with both a clear aperture
diameter and an effective focal length of 8 mm. The features of the numerical lens determine the
shape of the focused beam. We assumed the beam diameter at the objective lens is 1.96 mm. This
beam diameter along with a 0.5 numerical aperture and 8 mm focal length of the numerical lens
result in a beam spot diameter of about 4 µm at the focal point. We employed a variance reduction
technique when calculating the Doppler signal, in which photons with large Doppler shifts can split
into up to 3200 photons [56]. We assumed the wavelength of the photons to be 850 nm, as the water
absorption coefficient is almost negligible at this wavelength [57]. As shown in Figure 2, we used a
six-layer skin model assuming an anti-reflective coating model on the top to avoid specular reflection.
We adopted the skin model proposed in the paper of Fredriksson et al., which was validated through
their experiments [56]. We assumed the refractive index of the glass plate was close to the skin
refractive index to have the index matching. The names and characteristics of the skin layers are listed
in Table 1. We approximated all of the layers’ refractive indices to be 1.4 to avoid index mismatching
between the layers [56]. We defined three types of blood components with average velocities of
0.3, 3.0 and 30 mm/s, each present in different volumes within the layers [56]. These low, middle
and high velocity blood components can be associated with capillaries, venules (small veins and
arterioles) and larger blood vessels. We assumed random RBC directions with a uniform distribution
in 3D space. To approximate laminar blood flow, we defined the RBC velocities in a uniform random
distribution from zero to two-times the average velocity components [56]. Melanin, as the main
absorber of light, exists only in the epidermis layer of healthy skin tissue. Epidermis is the only layer
with no blood components. We defined initial absorption and scattering coefficients for each layer and
then added the optical properties of melanin and blood components in each layer [56], as listed in
the Table 1. Blood has absorption and scattering coefficients of 0.5 and 222 mm−1, respectively, and
melanin has an absorption coefficient of 15 mm−1 and no scattering coefficient. The phase function of
a scatterer determines the scattering direction of the photons. Here, all of the non-blood scatterers have
a Henyey–Greenstein phase function with an anisotropy factor of 0.85, and RBCs have a Gegenbauer
kernel phase function [58] with αGk = 1.0 and gGk = 0.948, resulting in an anisotropy factor of
0.991 [56]. We used a variance reduction technique to focus on the Doppler shifted photons [56].

Table 1. Six-layer skin tissue model, data from [56].

Layers Top to Bottom Epidermis Papillary Superior Reticular Inferior Subcutis
Dermis Blood Net Dermis Blood Net Subcutis

0.3-mm/s blood concentration (%) 0 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.25 0.1
3.0-mm/s blood concentration (%) 0 0 0.05 0.01 0.035 0.01
30-mm/s blood concentration (%) 0 0 0.001 0.0006 0.006 0.001
Melanin concentration (%) 2.0 0 0 0 0 0
Thickness (mm) 0.075 0.15 0.15 0.8 0.4 2
µs bloodless melanin-less (mm−1) 23 13 13 13 13 13
µa bloodless melanin-less (mm−1) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Refractive index 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4

We numerically raster scanned an area of 10 × 10 mm2 on the skin tissue model with 30 steps at
each side and created 30 × 30 pixel images. We discussed the photon-tissue interactions in Section 2.2,
and the configuration can be seen in Figure 2. The detected photon population (which determines the
confocal reflectance) is the portion of photons that exit from the skin model, pass through the lenses
and VCSEL’s aperture and return back to the laser cavity. To speed up the numerical calculations, we
approximated the radius of the aperture to be 45 µm. Photons move through the lenses based on the
ray tracing rules, and the geometry of lens surfaces is derived from the data for C240TME-B.
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3. Simulation Setup and Results

3.1. Setup

Tumorous regions in the numerical model are roughly defined as thin cylindrical volumes with
diameters of 5 mm and thicknesses of 0.3 mm, laying within the second and third layers of papillary
dermis and superior blood net, situated at a depth of 0.075 to 0.375 mm, as illustrated in Figure 2.
To form the images, we configured the numerical model to keep the focal point of the beam in the
middle of the tumour model at the depth of 0.225 mm from the surface. To study the applicability of the
technique, we applied it numerically to two typical types of KSC and called them mild KSC (KSC1) and
severe KSC (KSC2). Tumorous abnormalities for these typical types of skin cancer are defined in the
simulation as higher RBC concentration and velocities and lower absorption and scattering coefficients.

Stücker et al. used a commercial laser Doppler perfusion imaging device to measure perfusion in
different types of skin cancer [23,24]. They reported increases in the perfusion of BCCs and melanocytic
nevi with respect to average healthy skin by factors of approximately 1.8 and 3.8, respectively [23].
In our numerical model, we defined the RBC concentrations of two- and three-times higher than
healthy skin for typical KSC1 and KSC2 and RBC velocities of 1.5-times higher than healthy skin for
both types. These abnormalities resulted in increases in the perfusion of KSC1 and KSC2 of about
1.7 and 3.7 higher than healthy skin, which we took to be roughly compatible with the data reported
in [23] and acceptable for our purposes. On the other hand, Salomatina et al. measured the in vitro
optical properties of infiltrative BCC, nodular BCC and invasive SCC in a large spectral range [8].
Their results show remarkable drops in the scattering and absorption coefficients of the tissues affected
by these types of KSCs at some wavelengths. For instance, at 850 nm, the scattering and absorption
coefficients of nodular BCC and SCC, reduce by factors of about 0.6, all with respect to normal dermis
tissue [8]. However, these results are from in vitro measurements, and to apply them to an in vivo
model, the effect of blood should be included. These numbers can be quite different for different
types of skin cancer. In our numerical model, we assumed the scattering and absorption coefficients
to reduce by factors of 0.6 with respect to normal dermis skin tissue for both typical types of KSC1
and KSC2.

To use ex vivo measurement results of tissue optical properties in an in vivo numerical model, we
need to add the effect of average blood contents of the tissue to the measured ex vivo optical properties
using the following expression [59]:

µin vivo(λ) = Vblood × µb(λ) + (1−Vblood)× µex vivo(λ) , (3)

where µin vivo and µex vivo are the in vivo and ex vivo optical properties at the wavelength λ, respectively,
Vblood is the volume fraction of blood in the tissue and µb is the optical property of blood. We mentioned
optical properties of blood and bloodless tissue in Section 2.3. The typical average value for the blood
volume fraction in the skin layers is about 0.2%, although its value is about 2%–5% in the venous
plexus [60]. In our numerical model, we used the blood volume fractions given in Table 1.

3.2. Results

Parts (i) and (ii) of Figure 3a show the simulated Doppler and confocal reflectance images for the
typical KSC1, respectively. Furthermore, Parts (i) and (ii) of Figure 3b show the simulated Doppler
and confocal reflectance images for the typical KSC2, respectively. Part (iii) of Figure 3a,b shows the
multiplication images. Results are normalized to the peak Doppler and confocal reflectance values,
and it can be seen that increasing RBCs’ concentration results in higher contrast by comparing Part (i)
of Figure 3a,b. We filtered all of the images to eliminate spikes using two-dimensional median filtering
in MATLAB (R2015a, UQ University License, Brisbane, Australia), and all of the values are relative
and normalized to arbitrary units.
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Figure 3. Monte Carlo simulated images of typical (a) KSC1 and (b) KSC2. Parts (i) and (ii) of the images
depict blood Doppler and confocal reflectance images of 5 mm diameter tumours, respectively. Part (iii)
shows the multiplication image, which is formed by multiplying Parts (i) and (ii), pixel-by-pixel.

In order to quantify the numerical results, we defined an SBR parameter as the ratio of the average
signal from the tumourous area to the average signal from the normal surrounding skin area obtained
from the simulations. This parameter can be formulated as follows:

SBR =

1
NT

∑i∈T Sigi

1
NBG

∑i∈BG Sigi

, (4)

where NT and NBG are the number of pixels in the tumourous and background areas, respectively, and
Sigi is the signal value at pixel i. Furthermore, T and BG denote the set of pixel indices associated with
the tumourous and background areas, respectively. In the case of KSC1 shown in Part (a) of Figure 3,
the SBR for Doppler, confocal reflectance and multiplication images is 1.4, 1.3 and 2.8, respectively.
In the case of KSC2 shown in Part (b) of Figure 3, the SBR for Doppler, confocal reflectance and
multiplication images is 2.9, 1.2 and 5.0, respectively. As can be inferred from these numbers, the
combination of the two techniques is enhancing the SBRs of the images dramatically. The minimum
increase factor is about 1.7 in the case of KSC2, which is the ratio of the SBR of the multiplication image
to its value for the Doppler image, and in all of the other cases SBRs increase by factors greater than 1.7.

To more clearly see the SBR improvement, we plotted the signals along the center-crossing
horizontal axis in Parts (a) and (b) of Figure 3 and present these plots in Figure 4. Parts (a) and (b) of
Figure 4 correspond to the simulated models of KSC1 and KSC2, respectively.
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Figure 4. Improvement in the signal to background ratio as a result of multiplying Doppler flowmetry
and confocal reflectance images. Red broken, blue dotted and black solid lines in (a) and (b) of this
image correspond to the Doppler flowmetry, confocal reflectance and multiplication signals acquired
along center-crossing horizontal axes in (a) and (b) of Figure 3, which correspond to typical KSC1 and
KSC2 simulated models, respectively.

4. Experimental Validation

To examine the feasibility of an experimental device for concurrent RCM and LDF, which is
applicable for biomedical imaging purposes, we used a confocal LFI system to image a dynamic
turbid medium [61]. The purpose of this experiment is to provide two independent images of confocal
reflectance and Doppler flowmetry as a result of a single scan. Images should be able to depict the
morphological features and flow characteristics of a dynamic turbid medium at a depth below the
surface (where the confocal plane is situated), which is penetrable to the laser beam, and with respect
to a substrate. As we discussed briefly in Subsection 2.1, confocal LFI can be considered as a particular
embodiment of RCM, which possesses an interferometric nature. It has been used previously to
monitor blood perfusion [62] and also in confocal reflectance [36,37,48] and Doppler flowmetry [38]
imaging systems.

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus we constructed for this purpose. As
can be seen and compared in Figures 1, 2 and 5, the suggested experimental setup is based on the
concepts of the technique and compatible with the optical system in the numerical model.

Figure 5. Experimental confocal LFI apparatus in the dual-modality imaging application, scanning a
microfluidic channel containing diluted Intralipid flow.

4.1. Experimental Setup

As illustrated in Figure 5, an 850-nm VCSEL operating at 3.55 mA was used in this setup. The beam
divergence angle of the VCSEL was about seven degrees, and its temperature was controlled at 35 °C
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to get an optimum signal [63]. The beam was collimated using a lens with a focal length and numerical
aperture of 8 mm and 0.5, respectively (Model C240TME-B, Thorlabs, Inc.; Lens 1 in Figure 5), and
focused using a second lens with a focal length and numerical aperture of 3.1 mm and 0.68, respectively
(Model C330TME-B, Thorlabs, Inc.; Lens 2 in Figure 5). The second lens had a focal beam spot diameter
and Rayleigh length of about 1.8 and 2.9 µm, respectively, which was appropriate for microscopy
applications. We need to apply the technique to a dynamic turbid medium, which is a semi-transparent
medium, including both dynamic and static scatterers and absorbers, with a scattering coefficient
well above the absorption coefficient. Such a target provides variations in both optical properties
and flow distribution, which fits our purpose of dual-modality imaging. Therefore, we chose to use
diluted Intralipid flow in a microfluidic channel as an imaging sample. Intralipid is a fat emulsion
used as an intravenous nutrient, and its optical properties have been studied before [64]. It has also
been used numerously as a phantom for biomedical tissues [65]. We diluted Intralipid 20% with
deionized-water with a ratio of 30:1 and pushed it through a microfluidic channel with a channel area
of about 8 × 10 mm2 and a channel thickness of about 1 mm. The top view of this microfluidic channel
can be seen in Figure 6a, and also, it is shown in Figure 5 as the target. A syringe pump was used to
push the mixture with a flow rate of 800 µL/min through the channel. The laser beam was focused
at a depth of about 500 µm below the surface of the diluted Intralipid, and the focal plane was kept
at this depth throughout the scan. In order to make the images, we used two motorized translation
stages (Zaber Technologies Inc.) to move the microfluidic channel vertically and horizontally, to raster
scan the laser beam over the channel. An area of 12 × 12 mm2 in 61 × 61 steps, at a 200-µm pitch,
was scanned. In the proposed set up, the laser beam is perpendicular to the target, which is different
from conventional LDF systems. This geometry is more common in biomedical imaging applications,
and the Doppler power spectrum, which is a broadened signal around the frequency of zero, was
extracted from the focused part of the beam with a high numerical aperture. At each step of the scan,
the LFI signal was acquired from the VCSEL junction voltage and was fed into a 16-bit DAQ card after
amplification. The time domain voltage signal was sampled at a rate of 60 kS/s, and 3 kS was used
as the signal time sequence, which corresponds to 50 ms. To convert the time domain signal into the
frequency domain, we applied fast Fourier transform to the time sequence and used a Savitzky–Golay
filter in MATLAB (R2015a, UQ University License, Brisbane, Australia) to filter out the frequency
domain signal.

Figure 6. (a) Top view of the microfluidic channel (the red broken line shows the center-crossing axis
alone which SBR was calculated) and experimental normalized (b) Doppler flowmetry, (c) confocal
reflectance and (d) multiplication images.
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Because semiconductor lasers are noisy at DC or low frequencies [63], we AC-coupled the VCSEL
junction voltage when amplifying it. Therefore, we needed to modulate the laser beam to extract the
confocal reflectance signal. As can be see in Figure 5, we used an optical chopper to modulate the
beam at the frequency of 1 kHz. Modulating the beam created two different levels of feedback, which
was then detected and used to quantify the level of reflection [66].

4.2. Experimental Results

Scan results are illustrated in Figure 6. Doppler flowmetry, confocal reflectance and multiplication
images are shown in Figure 6b–d, respectively. There are four pillars situated in the middle of the
microfluidic channel by the manufacturer for stability purposes, which can be seen as four dots at the
noise level in all of the images in Figure 6. Doppler flow distribution, depicted in (b), has the highest
flow rate at the input of the channel on the left side of it. Confocal reflectance distribution, depicted in
(c), has an even distribution all over the channel, as expected, because the optical properties of the
turbid medium are maintained constant throughout the volume. The background noise level (signal
from the outside of the channel area) is higher in (c) compared to (b), as there is a small amount of
reflection from the surface of the microfluidic channel, although the surface is not at the focal plane,
which is higher than the background noise in (b) (which is the overall rise in the Doppler spectrum in
the absence of flow due to noises). The multiplication image, (d) of Figure 6, is made by multiplying
(b) and (c), pixel-by-pixel. It can be noticed from (d) that the background noise is reduced in the
multiplication image. Similar to what we did in the case of the numerical model in Section 3, we
quantified the improvement in the contrast of the multiplication image by defining an SBR parameter
similar to the way we defined it in Equation 4, as the average level of the signal from the flow area
to the average level of the signal outside the flow area, along a center-crossing axis shown by a red
broken line in Figure 6a. Average Doppler flowmetry, confocal reflectance and multiplication signals,
acquired along the red broken line in Figure 6a, are shown in Figure 7. It is clear from this image
that multiplication signal (black solid line) has a lover noise level (at left and right wings) compared
to the other two signals. SBR for Doppler flowmetry, confocal reflectance and multiplication signals
is 4.1, 1.9 and 7.2, respectively. SBR of the multiplication signal is improved by factors of 1.8 and
3.7 with respect to Doppler flowmetry and confocal reflectance signals, respectively. Therefore, the
minimum improvement factor for SBR in the experimental result is 1.8, which is consistent with the
figure for the numerical model, which was 1.7. This shows good agreement between experimental and
numerical results.

Figure 7. Red broken, blue dotted and black solid lines show average Doppler flowmetry, confocal
reflectance and multiplication signals, acquired along the center-crossing axis of the microfluidic
channel (shown with the red broken line in Figure 6a), respectively.
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The Doppler flowmetry and confocal reflectance parts of the LFI signal can be extracted from both
the frequency (fast Fourier transformation of time domain signal) or the time domain signals. In order
to show how the signal is processed to get both parts of the data out of it, frequency and time domain
signals, acquired at a typical point inside the flow area, are shown in (a) and (b) of Figure 8, respectively.
The red broken and black solid lines in (a) are the filtered Doppler spectrum (Savitzky–Golay filter)
and the noise floor, respectively. Doppler flowmetry and confocal reflectance signals were calculated
in the frequency domain by applying the filtered Doppler spectrum to Equation (2) and measuring the
magnitude of the first harmonic (as the signal was modulated at 1 kHz) with respect to the noise floor,
respectively. On the other hand, one can look at the level of fluctuations in the time domain (when the
beam is not blocked by the chopper) and the difference between the average low and high levels of
modulated signal, corresponding to the blocked and unblocked modes of the beam, to extract Doppler
flowmetry and confocal reflectance signals. Figure 8 shows all of the aforementioned annotations.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the Doppler spectrum is a broadened spectrum around the frequency of zero,
because the beam in the suggested confocal LFI apparatus is normal to the flow. This configuration in
conjunction with a high numerical aperture objective lens resulted in a broadened spectrum that was
used in this work to extract Doppler flowmetry or the perfusion signal.

Figure 8. (a) Frequency and (b) time domain confocal LFI signals, obtained from the voltage of the
VCSEL terminals. Red and black broken lines in (a) show the filtered Doppler spectrum and noise
floor (in the absence of target), and the first large spike in (a) is the first harmonic of the signal (as the
beam is modulated at 1 kHz); its magnitude with respect to noise floor is a measure of the confocal
reflectance signal. The orange broken line in (b) shows the modulating signal at 1 kHz, and two grey
broken lines show the average high and low time domain signals corresponding to the unblocked
and blocked modes of the beam (by means of the optical chopper), respectively, indicating confocal
reflectance. Doppler fluctuation can be seen on the high level of the time domain signal when the beam
is not blocked.

5. Discussion

We investigated and characterized the proposed imaging technique by applying it numerically
to two typical types of tumourous skin as mild and severe KSCs (KSC1 and KSC2) in this work. We
derived the optical properties of KSCs from the literature and take into account the lowest level of
changes in the optical scattering and absorption coefficients of the tumours in our simulations [8,23],
in order to focus on the improvement in the sensitivity of the proposed technique. Malignant
melanomas, which is not included in the numerical models in this article, have different shapes,
relative locations in the skin tissue, alterations in optical properties, etc., compared to those of KSCs.
It has been reported that total reflectance is generally reduced with the increase in the degree of
malignancy in the pigmented skin lesions in wide spectral ranges [67–71]. As can be seen in Figure 3,
contrast in the multiplication images increases with the disease in severity, from KSC1 to KSC2.
The increase in the scattering and absorption coefficients of malignant melanoma with respect to
common nevi has also been reported [72,73]. A reason for the increase of the scattering coefficient
with malignancy in skin lesions could be the increase in nuclear to cell volume with the degree of
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malignancy in tumourous cells [74]; as in the case of cervical carcinoma, the increase in nuclear to cell
volume is a well-known cytological indicator of the tumour malignancy [75].

The reduction in total reflectance can be attributed to a decrease in the ratio of µ′s/µa of the
tumourous tissue. This means that higher absorption or lower scattering coefficients in skin tissue
are expected to reduce the total reflectance. Therefore, the total reflectance level is more properly
determined by considering the combination of optical properties. The total reflectance approximation
formula derived from diffusion theory for a semi-infinite turbid medium has the following form [69]:

Rp =
1

k1
1
µ′s

+ k2
µa
µ′s

, (5)

where Rp is the detected portion of the total reflectance, µa and µ′s are the absorption and reduced
scattering coefficients, respectively, and k1 and k2 are empirical parameters coming from the optical
geometry of the setup. Figure 9 shows a comparison between the total reflectance against µ′s/µa, from
Equation (5) and our Monte Carlo skin model, described in Subsection 2.3. As can be seen, there is
good agreement between the analytic formula and the Monte Carlo simulation. We assumed k1 and k2

of the optical system model to be three and one, respectively, and the anisotropy factor to be 0.85 in
the analytic formula. The Monte Carlo simulation in Figure 9 is performed by keeping the absorption
coefficients of each layer as they are and sweeping the reduced scattering coefficients. We assumed an
anisotropy factor of 0.85 in the Monte Carlo simulation, as well.

Figure 9. Simulated total reflectance from a typical tumourous skin model in our model (blue line)
compared to the diffusion theory formula (red broken line), versus the ratio of the reduced scattering
coefficient to absorption coefficient.

We defined an SBR parameter as a touchstone to quantify the improvement in the sensitivity of
the technique. Both simulation and experimental results concluded that combining two modalities
increases the sensitivity dramatically. Numerical SBR values presented in Section 3 show that the ratios
of multiplication SBRs to Doppler flowmetry SBRs increase by factors of 2.0 and 1.7, and the ratios
of multiplication SBRs to confocal reflectance SBRs increase by factors of 2.2 and 4.2 for typical KSC1
and KSC2, respectively. In a similar way, experimental SBR values presented in Subsection 4.2 show
that the ratio of multiplication SBR to Doppler flowmetry and confocal reflectance SBRs increase by
factors of 1.8 and 3.7 for the microfluidic setup, respectively. Depending on the concentration of the
dynamic turbid medium used in the experiment, SBRs have similar trends as the values obtained from
numerical models, which shows the consistency between simulations and experiment.

Skin neoplastic diseases often develop from pre-existing skin lesions [76]. Actinic keratoses and
dysplastic nevi are the most important precursors to SCCs and melanomas, respectively [76]. The sizes
of actinic keratosis lesions are usually 1–3 mm, but can be up to several centimetres [77], as well, and
the sizes of dysplastic nevi are mostly larger than 5 mm [76]. Hence, we assumed that the sizes of
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the tumourous tissues are 5 mm in diameter in our numerical models. BCC and SCC are different
histopathologically, and the origin cells of sporadic BCCs are less well defined; there are not any
well-known precursors to them [78].

Our assumptions in defining the geometry, location and properties of tumour models include
generalization to make the study of the proposed technique easier. For instance, seborrhoeic keratosis,
as probably the most common benign KSC, is different from SCC and BCC histopathologically.
It usually occurs just as a thickened epidermis and no extension into the dermis layer, but still
may rarely mimic KSC or MM clinically. Moreover, KSC can be thought of in the context of a field
cancerization model. Therefore, care should be taken in determining where the healthy tissue is.
Field cancerization theory states that there is a genomically-unstable area around the primary tumour,
inclined to aberrant growth [79,80]. Neovascularization as an abnormal growth requirement happens
mainly in the primary neoplastic tissue. Therefore, the area around the primary tumour is called
healthy tissue in this paper. In melanoma, the suspect lesion is pigmented, and it is easier to distinguish
the perilesional skin area.

Some obstacles to early skin cancer detection are the large skin surface area and its susceptibility
to other types of skin lesions that can resemble a type of skin cancer, which are hard to differentiate.
For example, differentiating between melanoma and dysplastic nevi is challenging clinically and
histopathologically [81]. Optical properties [71] and perfusion [24] of dysplastic nevi have been
studied, and it is shown that melanoma has higher perfusion and lower reflectance compared to
dysplastic nevi. We are including both of these modalities in our method, and this combination can
increase the specificity of detection. A higher concentration of RBCs changes the optical properties
of the skin, as blood has a high scattering coefficient, and the out-flow of fluid and cells from the
walls of leaky newly-developed venules [20] is another reason for the distorted optical properties.
Examining the morphology and flow direction of these newly-developed venules also has the potential
of discriminating between non-pigmented neoplastic skin lesions and assessing their degree of
malignancy [82].

Our proposed technique implemented in a hardware platform would afford a non-invasive, in
vivo and non-contact skin investigation tool with high spatial resolution (as the focused beam in the
experiment has a 1/e2 power beam spot diameter of about 1.8 µm). Optical properties of human skin
can vary greatly in different places of the body and between individuals, and it will affect both the
confocal reflectance and Doppler flowmetry signals greatly. One advantage of our technique is that
it focuses on changes relative to surrounding tissue. Therefore, there is no need for calibration or
measurement of absolute values. In addition to early detection, this technique could also be useful
in differentiating different types of skin tumours by quantifying the level of neovascularization and
optical property distortions, estimating the stage of tumourous development and the rate of growth by
monitoring and delineating a tumour’s border for proper removal surgery [83].

Furthermore, care should be taken about the safe level of the laser beam optical power, and power
should be limited by factors, such as the hazard of tissue damage and skin sensitivity [84]. Most of
the commercially available laser scanning confocal microscopes use in-plane laser diodes with tens
of mW of power [85] to achieve a signal to noise ratio that is detectable by the photodetector in a
direct detection scheme; while our scheme uses a heterodyne detection scheme, in which a low power
reflected signal mixes with strong intra-cavity fields (fields within the VCSEL’s cavity). In such a
system, the sensitivity is so high, that the signal is detectable when laser operates at currents just above
the threshold, and the output power is less than 100 µW. Such a low power system is not only safe,
but also has the minimum effect on the optical properties and the structure of biological tissues.

6. Conclusions

Cancer is the result of complex interactions between environmental and genetic factors. Cancer
incidence is growing each year, and early detection can save many lives and reduce the burden
of disease. One way to develop a robust early detection method is to include all of the possible
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potential cancer indicators in the detection system. We suggest modulating the laser beam in a confocal
LFI system to measure confocal reflectance at the same time as it measures the Doppler flowmetry
signal. This results in a new imaging technique of simultaneous probing for two abnormal cancer
biological traits of distorted tissue optical properties and perfusion. It can improve the capabilities
of the currently existing systems, which use only one of these modalities, through improving the
sensitivity and specificity. We examined this technique through a range of numerical simulations and
conducted an experiment to image a dynamic turbid medium. Simulated and experimental results
showed a high degree of consistency, which validates the technique. We also quantified the results
by defining an SBR parameter as the ratio of the signal from the tumourous (or dynamic turbid) area
to the signal from the background area. The signal to background ratio of the combined images has
increased remarkably in both simulated and experimental examinations with similar trends, which
indicates the enhanced sensitivity of the technique.
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LFI Laser feedback interferometry
RCM Reflectance confocal microscopy
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SCC Squamous cell carcinoma
LDF Laser Doppler flowmetry
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